WSU Students Receive Foundation Awards

The Washington State University Students Foundation, Inc., has selected 37 students for financial assistance for the 1967-1968 academic year.

A new program to recognize exceptional students and stimulate academic achievement is also being implemented. This program was established at the University by faculty members in recognition of the need to foster academic excellence. The new program is aimed at students who have not previously been recognized for their academic achievements.

The program will be administered by the Dean of Students, and will provide financial assistance to students who demonstrate academic excellence.

The program will be available to all students who meet the eligibility requirements. Students who are interested in applying for financial assistance should contact their academic advisor or the Dean of Students for more information.

The program will be evaluated on an annual basis to ensure that it is meeting the needs of the students it is intended to serve.

The purpose of the program is to support students who have demonstrated academic excellence, and to provide them with the resources they need to succeed academically.

The program will be administered by the Office of Academic Affairs, and will be funded by a combination of state and federal funding, as well as contributions from the University community.

The program will be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that it is meeting the needs of the students it is intended to serve.

The program will be available to all students who meet the eligibility requirements. Students who are interested in applying for financial assistance should contact their academic advisor or the Office of Academic Affairs for more information.
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Why not go out on a limb? Isn't that where the fruit is? —Seuly

THE PODIUM
Speculation Stirs
About Student Senate

There has been a growing amount of speculation in relation to a "stacking" of votes in Student Senate.

This speculation has intensified with the recent appointment of two new people to the Senate. School wide Senate elections will be coming up again after this year, and it is quite reasonable to question why these appointments, for seats which have long since been filled, are being made so far in advance.

A study of the agenda for Senate before May reveals plans to vote upon several important issues; reorganization, the constitution, and the finance of the Student Senate, which constitute the power of the presidency.

We feel that these recent appointments could influence the balance of voting in the acceptance of the reorganization plan and the constitution, favored by Senator President Warren Kowalski.

Though this represents a mixture of facts and conclusions, it will be interesting to watch future Senate developments, beginning with their meeting at Nesy Hall, Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

If You Ask Me

Compiled by Bill Milliken and Bob Fiehler

WHY not go out on a limb? Isn't that where the fruit is? —Seuly

WSU Library Complimented

"What a wonderful library...your facilities are so much better than any other library I have been in." These were the words of Dr. Henry H. Williams, Dean of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics at the University of California. Dr. Williams was speaking about the newly remodeled library.

The library has performed in such a way that it has won the admiration of all who have visited it. The new facility is much better than the old one.

The library has been much improved by the change from the old building to the new one. There are many more books and the reading room is much larger.

The library is a fine facility and it is a credit to the university.


during Monday afternoon, the audience fell in line but not only on their own lack of concentration, but also on the concentration of large numbers of others who were present.
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Children's Musical Drama Presented

The University will be presenting the first of spring break presenting the fourteenth annual children's musical. The group will perform the first of four free performances on the Amphitheatre Green. An admission assembly will be presented by the four classes of the students. The showing will be the first of a series of six performances on the Amphitheatre Green. The group will present this annual children's musical every year. The group will present this annual children's musical every year.

Chad Mitchell

Mitchell's Quality Yards, Vicar And Deacon—Good

By Ross Hampton

Chad Mitchell has long been a well-known name in the Faith Church community. He is a successful and respected member of the church, known for his dedication to his community. He has recently been appointed as the Vice President of the church's board of directors.

Chad Mitchell's passion for the community is evident in his work, and he has been involved in many charitable events and initiatives. He is a respected member of the church and continues to make a positive impact on the lives of those around him.

WSU Choir Makes Tour Of Wisconsin Area

The University will be presenting the first of spring break presenting the fourteenth annual children's musical. The group will perform the first of four free performances on the Amphitheatre Green. An admission assembly will be presented by the four classes of the students. The showing will be the first of a series of six performances on the Amphitheatre Green. The group will present this annual children's musical every year. The group will present this annual children's musical every year.

Art Faculty Exhibits In Library Lobby

The University will be presenting the first of spring break presenting the fourteenth annual children's musical. The group will perform the first of four free performances on the Amphitheatre Green. An admission assembly will be presented by the four classes of the students. The showing will be the first of a series of six performances on the Amphitheatre Green. The group will present this annual children's musical every year. The group will present this annual children's musical every year.

Dr. Burress Gives Comments On New Censorship Bill

The University will be presenting the first of spring break presenting the fourteenth annual children's musical. The group will perform the first of four free performances on the Amphitheatre Green. An admission assembly will be presented by the four classes of the students. The showing will be the first of a series of six performances on the Amphitheatre Green. The group will present this annual children's musical every year. The group will present this annual children's musical every year.

Planetarium Lecture Set For Sunday

The University will be presenting the first of spring break presenting the fourteenth annual children's musical. The group will perform the first of four free performances on the Amphitheatre Green. An admission assembly will be presented by the four classes of the students. The showing will be the first of a series of six performances on the Amphitheatre Green. The group will present this annual children's musical every year. The group will present this annual children's musical every year.
PLAYERS WHO APPEARED in the full-fantasy, "Dark of the Moon," were (left to right) Mark Noel Zollozark, Joyce Wolfe, Earl Smith, Paul Bestrom. The play was presented from Mar. 8-11.
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The Greek Vine

ONE OF THE MODELS was Emilie Stahl, who was chosen Miss Steepy Point on Mar. 11. The show was presented Wednesday Mar. 16, and was covered by Bothell and Alpha Phi sorority. Models were from various balls and sororities on campus.

Delta Sigma Phi

The first week of the co-ed, sorority sisters rode the Mon, 11. The ride was held in the original Petie, and was sponsored by the Delta Sigma Phi. Models were from various organizations.

The New Pointer

Si gma Tau ha~'''fnco'~ ~;,w;I0.~ 1111 ::

Gamma 

On Thursday, Mar. 9, twenty families were honored for their contributions to the club. The families included H. I. M. H., and many others. The club also presented a check for $200 to the Sigma Tau Jacke
d .

Hall Call

Smith White

White has been busy this week, but has managed to attend the Sigma Tau Jacke
d .

Pil Delta Phi

Gamma Sigma took on an official pledge of Pil Delta Phi Saturday at a candleight event. The event was held in the Sigma Tau Jacke
d .

Nelson

Nelson Hull girls bid farewell to the Sigma Tau Jacke
d .

Sigma Weekly Rules

Pledges will begin selling tickets to the Sigma Tau Jacke
d .

Tou Kappa

Eagle
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Track Team Takes Second Dual Meet

The West Wisconsin track team took its second dual meet of the season Tuesday night over the near Blue Devil track and field.

Prairieland's Tom Jefferd completed a 200 yard win and won his second consecutive 440 yard race after Steve Luebke, the state runner-up for the old state league.

Miss Pauline Luebke, who placed third in the 1000 yard run and third in the 220 yard race.

You Feel Been

THE RUMOR CAME BACK TO ME THAT YOU FEEL BEEN PEEING ON YOUR ILL CLAWS.

Rumor Picking & Ack

You In

CLAW?

Students - Join the New Pointer Staff and Find Out What Really Happens on Campus!

The Pointer Wants You!

Positions Open For:

- New Sports, Fine Arts and Featured Reporters
- Typists
- Headline Writers
- Business Assistants

Come to the "Pointer Office" - Union, Center

No Experience Necessary if You Desire Help Make the Pointer the Best!

Intramural Press Box

By Tom Luebke

Due to the warm weather, the rink was crowded with spectators the entire day on Wednesday. A large group of fans gathered around the rink to watch the "first" of the family in the state's history. Carl C. Luebke, his son, and his son's son, were the only spectators present.

SOMETHING NEW

Two more winter sports exceed their seasons on Saturday. One ended on a bright note while the other's finish was rather dark.

The swimming team finished in second place in the conference meet, the highest in history for a UW-Stevens Point team. "I don't have enough words to describe how we won this weekend," stated Coach Lynn Blair about the effort exerted by the team at the conference meet. "They did a tremendous job."

Making Way for the Packers in their second place finish was Bob Skoronski, senior and co-captain of the team. The owner of a great point of pool area variety has ended his collegiate career, but not before he had overall listed some new conference winners. Picked as the Most Valuable Swimmer in the Central last year, Skoronski is once again a strong candidate for the same honor this year. His versatility can be noted by the records he now shares in many events. His loss, and that of co-captain Joe Conachen, also a senior, will have very much been missed. Both of them have led the Pointers' victory over the Wisconsin-Oshkosh crew, 71-66, last week. They won the same margin over the Racine 9th graders, 66-58, Saturday afternoon. In a meet which lost the next match, Skoronski lost the 50 free, 26.12, and the 100 backstroke in 58.47, 58.12, and 1:00.82, respectively.

The SWU-River Falls meet was held on Saturday afternoon at the Fieldhouse on Thursday. The Pointers took down the 400 yard freestyle relay team for the first time in a meet.

180 Vets Receive Checks

At Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 180 veterans received a check for $100 each from the federal government. The checks, which are paid out for military service, were given to the veterans on the state university's campus.

The students completed their service between 1941 and 1945 and have been on the federal government's payroll since 1948.
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Are You Kiddin' Me?

The team is meeting their goals.

The high school hired personnel to help the team with hitting the bases. The team is able to hit a flying bicycle on the way to the classroom. If you want to join the Pointer, please come to the "Pointers" in the I. B. Bar.